Distribution of nano face masks
from zero to one hundred
nanoSPACE logistics
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A story of how we helped a rocket growth of an
e-shop during the corona crisis
Annual increase of 4,648 % with a turnover of 128 million CZK, an increase in the daily
number of orders from units to hundreds and thousands or the complete launch of logistics
outsourcing in 14 days. This is also how the year 2020 could be defined – as a turning point
in the functioning of our client nanoSPACE. Read the story that was started by the global
pandemic COVID-19 and gradually led to today’s strong partnership.
Logistics outsourcing is quite common abroad where it helps the growth of e-shops with
turnovers in the hundreds of millions of CZK. In our example, however, you will find that
it is also suitable for startups or small e-commerce companies that plan to grow rapidly.
Entrusting logistics to an expert offers, in addition to other benefits, more space for sales,
marketing or development or optimization of your own product portfolio.

nanoSPACE – Czech nano producer and innovator
nanoSPACE is the world’s first manufacturer of anti-mite pillows, blankets, sheets and
nanofiber barrier sheets. Until January 2020, nanofiber protective aids, such as nano
face masks, antiviral scarves, nanofiber respirators and more, were only complementary
goods. Until now, nanoSPACE was more of a heart project, with operators believing in
nanotechnologies and testing themselves as allergy sufferers that the products really work.
Just to give you an idea, one employee was responsible for the operation of the entire
e-shop, which took 10-15 minutes to complete the processing of one order. Since Jan 24,
2020, however, everything has changed. The average daily number of orders has increased
from 3 pieces to 1,000+. The reason is panic about a new disease. And right this point is the
beginning of our common story.

Ordinary number of purchases per day = 3 / Number of purchases per day during the January panic = 1,000
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“Gradually, we began to address a lack
of employees, obsolete and manually
maintained e-shop, slow and inefficient
process of intralogistics or, for example,
regulations of the Ministry of Health on
the prohibition of free sales of respirators.
We weren’t ready for such situation. That’s

Lucie Konečná, COO nanoSPACE

„It was not possible to get dozens of
employees and own stock in such a
short time. That’s why we decided to
outsource.”

why we decided to find, besides other things, an expert who will take over the logistics,”
describes Lucie Konečná, COO nanoSPACE.

COVID-19 triggered the cooperation
It is the beginning of March, the coronavirus is spreading through Europe and the demand
for face masks is constantly growing. Nervousness is present at every step. Skladon
employees also stay at home at home offices if their workload allows it at least a little. In the
morning of March 17, we record an interesting lead in CRM. Lucie Konečná from nanoSPACE
downloads our e-book for calculating logistics costs. We shortly analyse this potential client
and in less than two hours we are in touch. We try to find the most optimal way out of the
situation, to lend a helping hand.

Problems are rushing from all sides
“Suddenly, there are thousands of orders in the system, the products are still with the
supplier and we do not know how to ship everything. At the same time we are moving to a
new automated e-shop and invoicing system,”
we are told by Lucie during the first phone
call. For most companies, a job for several
months. Last but not least, nanoSPACE
is concurrently struggling with emotional
blackmailing from unsatisfied customers
who are mailing photos of their ill children,

Lucie Konečná, COO nanoSPACE

„BreaSAFE respirators, which were
sold a few dozen for the entire
course of our e-shop, were now being
bought by dozens.”

grandmothers, husbands after operations
etc. The customers reviews at Heureka.cz drops down to 53%. Customers thread with Czech
Trade Inspection and accuse the company of being thieves and cheats. Rumours about a
disaster have been spread openly in the company for longer time. nanoSPACE eventually
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decides to refund current orders, among other reasons also because of a failed delivery
from the supplier. “We are looking for a specialist who is able to help us as soon as possible,
ideally until 2 weeks time,” is heard at the end of our phone call.

Fast onboarding as a cooperation condition
In Skladon, we like challenges, we are intensively talking about connection options, free
capacities and resolving the situation. After several discussions, our final decision is made...
We’re in! We are reaching for Lucie and proposing concrete steps of our cooperation. The
fact that nanoSPACE had chosen the Shoptet platform as its new e-shop, for which we have
developed a plugin for system connection, also helps us in our decision-making. Now we are
waiting for complete onboarding. It is necessary to contract everything and start connecting
the client’s e-shop with our warehouse system, which is faster and easier thanks to the
Skladon Shoptet plugin. We are creating products in the system, testing the correctness of
data transfer, connecting carriers, setting up packaging processes and procedures. We are
almost ready to ship the goods. We owe a large part to our own IT team which responds
flexibly to any situation. Although the original 14 days seemed to be too tight, everything is
eventually completed on time.

Launch of fulfillment and extreme orders’ increase
At the end of March, nanoSPACE regularly
alternates feelings of absolute victory and
desperation. The day of truth is coming –
April 7. To the Skladon distribution center
are physically delivered first antivirus
scarves. And during a few minutes is sold
out! Shortcomings, which were created by

Lucie Konečná, COO nanoSPACE

„At the beginning of the year 2020 we
had 10 orders per day, in September
the number increased to 10 per
one minute.”

accelerated onboarding process, faster than
we have had experience so far, we are fine-tuning and we further optimize. The volume of
orders of nanoSPACE has been growing steadily since the beginning of our cooperation. In
the first half of September alone, we registered over 9,000 of them, which already means
an 80% month-on-month increase. Subsequently, we also start the process of picking
wholesale B2B orders. We continue our successful cooperation and together we prepare for
the development of demand in the upcoming days and months.
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During the dispatch of orders, we also notice
another successful parameter of the e-shop.
The rating of nanoSPACE on the Heureka.
cz is constantly growing. From the original 53
%, thanks to automation, outsourcing and
customer support, it reaches 99 % in a single
month! This obtains a certificate of “Verified
Customer”, which is awarded on a customer
satisfaction survey for the last 90 days.

Further partner growth
Each month after the spring becomes a record
for the company. At the end of the year, the
turnover increased almost fifty times to 128
million CZK and nanoSPACE grew by 4,468 %.
“In total, we sold a million nanofiber drapes,
250 thousand nano respirators and tens of
thousands antivirus scarves in 2020,” explains
Lucie Konečná. “Coronavirus has gradually

nanoSPACE at Heureka at the end of May 2020

Lucie Konečná, COO nanoSPACE

„We only pay for the storage space
we actually use. If you have a wellestablished warehouse management
and you monitor the turnover of
goods, you can save tens of
thousands of crowns a month.”

taken us from the heart project into positive numbers, thanks to the automation of the
shipping process, we can, for example, invest much more in marketing.”

Automate and look for a reliable partner to your
business
The move to automation, including the entrustment logistics to Skladon, proved to be
a step in the right direction for nanoSPACE. “If you can learn from our case, automate
everything from the very beginning of your business. You never know what’s new in the
near e-commerce future,” recommends Lucie Konečná, the official operations director
of nanoSPACE since May 2020. “If you find that the demand for your products is growing
rapidly, and you are not sure whether you can ship everything on time, do not hesitate
to contact the logistics outsourcing expert, which Skladon undoubtedly is! It was its sales
director Patrik Babinec who was the first person who could advise me and answer to our
logistical obstacles in a helpless situation. Thanks to him, I started to feel the manageability
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of our situation,” Lucie continues. “In the end, Skladon also fulfilled his words with the team.
For us, Skladon is a logistics partner that has significantly contributed to our business
growth,” she concludes.
Lucie Konečná, COO nanoSPACE

„Now we can focus all our energy on
customer support and sales, knowing
that logistics is taken care of by
experts. Our sales are quite affected
by the current epidemiological
situation and government measures.
Thanks to cooperation with the
fulfillment service, we can adapt very
quickly to high demand.”

Compare the costs of your own logistics with
the possibility of outsourcing
Having problems with logistics or looking for a solution to make it more efficient?
Download our e-book at www.skladonebooks.com, which will guide you “How to
calculate logistics costs correctly”.
To compare your own logistics costs with outsourcing, you can use the logistics
calculator on our website which can be found on the Pricing subpage.
Contact information can be found at www.skladon.cz/en/contacts.
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Contact us!
michal.tylecek@skladon.cz
patrik.babinec@skladon.cz

